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Abstract. Automatic white-box testing based on formal methods is now a relatively mature technology and operational tools are available. Despite this, and the cost of manual testing, the technology is still rarely applied in an industrial setting. This paper describes how the specific needs of the user can be taken into account in order to build the necessary interface with a generic test tool. We present PATH C RAWLER /LT EST, a generator of test inputs for structural coverage of C functions, recently extended to support labels. Labels offer a generic mechanism for specification of code coverage criteria and make it possible to prototype and implement new criteria for specific industrial needs. We describe the essential participation of the research branch of an industrial user in bridging the gap between the tool developers and their business unit and adapting PATH C RAW LER /LT EST to the needs of the latter. We present the excellent results so far of their ongoing adoption and finish by mentioning possible improvements.
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Introduction



In current software engineering practice, testing [27, 25, 34, 3] is the primary approach to find errors in a program. Testing all possible program inputs being intractable in practice, the software testing community has long worked on the question of test selection: which test inputs to choose in order be confident that most, if not all, errors have been found by the tests. This work has resulted in proposals of various testing criteria (a.k.a. adequacy criteria) [34, 3], including code-coverage criteria. A coverage criterion specifies a set of test requirements or test objectives, which should be fulfilled by the test suite (i.e., the set of test-cases). Typical requirements include for example covering all statements (statement coverage) or all branches (decision coverage) in the source or compiled code. Code coverage criteria present two advantages. Firstly, the obtained coverage can be quantified. Secondly, code coverage criteria facilitate automated testing: they can be used to guide the selection of new test inputs, decide when testing should stop and assess the quality of a test suite. This is notably the case in white-box (a.k.a. structural) software testing, in which the tester has access to the source code — as is the case, for example, in unit testing. Tools for the generation of test input values for code coverage are often based on program analysis and formal methods for reasoning about the structure and semantics of the source code.



Code coverage criteria are widely used in industry. In regulated domains such as aeronautics, code coverage criteria are strict normative requirements that the tester must satisfy before delivering the software. In other domains, they are recognized as good practice for testing. However, automatic tools for the generation of test inputs to satisfy code coverage criteria have not yet made it into widespread industrial use. This despite the maturity of the underlying technology and the promise of significant gains in time, manpower and accuracy. This reticence is probably cultural in part: an automated test process can be very different to a manual one and test engineers who are used to functional testing have to accept the idea that an automatic tool can generate test inputs to respect a code coverage criterion but cannot provide the oracle. It can no doubt also be explained by the very importance of the test process: businesses may be reluctant to conduct experiments in such a crucial part of the development cycle. Finally, we have to suppose that existing test tools do not correspond closely enough to the needs of industrial users and cannot easily be integrated into existing processes. This is the gap which has to be closed in order for automatic structural testing tools to be used in an industrial setting and this paper describes how one such tool is currently being integrated into industrial practice thanks to a successful experience of collaboration between academia and industry. The present work was done in collaboration between CEA List, a research institute, and MERCE, a research center of Mitsubishi Electric. First, we describe the functionality of the main components of the tool, resulting from several years of academic research and selected by the industrial user as being the most appropriate for its needs. Then we describe the crucial role played by the research branch of the industrial user in refining the definition of the needed functionality and building the interface between the tool and the end users in the business unit. Finally, we present the benefits of the proposed solution and provide some lessons learnt from this experience.
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Overview of the Tool Architecture



The structure of the complete business-oriented test solution is illustrated by Figure 1. The generic test generation tool PATH C RAWLER /LT EST provided by the CEA List institute contains three main ingredients. A concolic testing tool, PATH C RAWLER, is used to generate test-cases for a given C program. The generation of concrete test inputs for a given program path relies on a constraint solver, C OLIBRI. The specification mechanism of labels and a specific label-oriented strategy allow an efficient support of a desired test coverage criterion expressed as labels. To adapt PATH C RAWLER /LT EST for a specific industrial context, additional modules were developed by MERCE, the research branch of the industrial partner. They include A NNOTATOR (that expresses the specific target criterion in terms of labels), S TUBBER (that produces necessary stubs) and O UTPUT PROCESSOR (that creates the required test reports). The paper is organized as follows. First, Section 3 presents the PATH C RAWLER testing tool and its main features. Then, Section 4 presents the C OLIBRI constraint solver used by the considered testing tool. Next, Section 5 introduces the notion of labels, a



Fig. 1. Tool Architecture



recent specification mechanism for coverage criteria, and describes their benefits. Section 6 presents the support of labels in the LT EST toolset developed on top of PATH C RAWLER. The ongoing adoption of PATH C RAWLER /LT EST by an industrial partner is described in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 provides a conclusion and future work.
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PATH C RAWLER Test Generation Tool



PATH C RAWLER [32, 10] is a test generation tool for C programs which was initially designed to automate structural unit testing by generating test inputs for full structural coverage of the C function under test. PATH C RAWLER has been developed at CEA List since 2002. Over the years it has been extended to treat a larger subset of C programs and applied to many different verification problems, most often on embedded software [33, 14, 28, 35]. In 2010, it was made publicly available as an online test server [1], for evaluation and use in teaching [19]. PATH C RAWLER is based on a method [32] which was subsequently baptized concolic or Dynamic Symbolic Execution [31, 11], i.e. it performs symbolic execution along a concrete execution path. The user provides the compilable files containing the complete ANSI C source code of the function under test, f , and all other functions which may be directly or indirectly called by f . He also selects the coverage criterion and any limit on the number of loop iterations in the covered paths as well as an optional precondition to define the test context. He may finally provide an oracle in the form of C code or annotate the code with assertions. Test generation is then carried out in two major phases. In the first phase, PATH C RAWLER extracts the inputs of f and creates a test harness used to execute f on a given test-case. The test harness is basically an instrumented version of the code that outputs a trace of the path covered by each test-case. The extracted inputs include the formal parameters of f and the non-constant global variables used by f . Each test-case will provide a value for each of these inputs. This phase uses the F RAMA -C platform [18], developed at CEA List. The second phase generates test inputs to respect the selected coverage criterion. This phase is based on symbolic execution, which generates constraints on symbolic



input values, and constraint solving to find the solution, in the form of new concrete input values, to a new set of constraints. Indeed, symbolic execution is used to analyse the trace of the execution path followed when the harness executes f on the concrete input values of each generated test-case, and produce the path predicate defining the input variables which cause that path to be covered. PATH C RAWLER differs in two main ways from other tools based on this concrete/symbolic combination. Like other tools, PATH C RAWLER runs the program under test on each test-case in order to recover a trace of the execution path. However, in PATH C RAWLER’s case actual execution is chosen over symbolic execution merely for reasons of efficiency and to demonstrate that the test does indeed activate the intended execution path. Unlike tools designed mainly for bug-finding, PATH C RAWLER does not use actual execution to recover the concrete results of calculations that it cannot treat. This is because these results can only provide an incomplete model of the program’s semantics and PATH C RAWLER aims for complete coverage of a certain class of programs rather than for incomplete coverage of any program. Indeed, even with incomplete coverage many bugs can often be detected, but PATH C RAWLER was designed for use in more formal verification processes where coverage must be quantified and justified so that and it can also be used in combination with static analysis techniques [29, 12]. If a branch or path is not covered by a test, then unreachableness of the branch or infeasibility of the path must be demonstrated. Soundness and completeness are necessary for 100% satisfaction of a coverage criterion. Test-case generation is sound when each test-case covers the test objective for which it was generated, and complete when absence of a test-case for some test objective means this objective is infeasible or unreachable. The soundness of the PATH C RAWLER method is verified by concrete execution of generated test-cases on the instrumented version of the program under test. The trace obtained by the concrete execution of a test-case confirms that this test-case really executes the path for which it was generated. Completeness can only be guaranteed when the objectives can all be covered by a reasonable number of test-cases, symbolic execution correctly represents the semantics of C and constraint solving (which is combinatorially hard) always terminates in a reasonable time. Note that completeness and the verification of soundness on the instrumented code actually require symbolic execution of program features to be adapted to the target platform (compiler optimisations, libraries, floating-point unit, etc) and also PATH C RAWLER’s execution of the tests on the instrumented code to be carried out in the same environment. PATH C RAWLER is currently only adapted to a Linux development environment and Intel-based platform. The search strategy of the PATH C RAWLER method ensures iteration over all feasible paths of the program, which is necessary for completeness, for all terminating programs with finitely many paths. Programs containing infinite loops cannot be tested in any case in the way we describe here, as the execution of the program on the test inputs would never terminate. Any infinite loop which has been introduced as the result of a bug can only be detected by a timeout on the execution of each test-case on the instrumented code. Terminating programs with



an infinite number of paths must have an infinite number of inputs and this is another class of programs that cannot be tested using the PATH C RAWLER method. The second main difference between PATH C RAWLER and other similar tools is that PATH C RAWLER is based not on a linear arithmetic or SMT solver but on the finite domain constraint solver C OLIBRI, also developed at CEA List (see Section 4). PATH C RAWLER and C OLIBRI are both implemented in Constraint Logic Programming, which facilitates low-level control of constraint resolution and the development of specialized constraints, as well as providing an efficient backtracking mechanism. Within PATH C RAWLER, specialized constraints have been developed to treat bit operations, casts, arrays with any number of variable dimensions and array accesses using variable index values. The attempt to correctly treat all C instructions is ongoing but PATH C RAWLER can already treat a large class of C programs. PathCrawler outputs detailed results in the form of XML files. These include overall statistics on the test session, including results in terms of coverage, whether the session ended normally or timed out or crashed and start and end times. For each test-case, the input values, result (according to the user’s oracle or assertions, if provided, or run-time error, timeout or detection of an unitialised variable), covered path and concrete output values are provided. The result is either the verdict according to the user’s oracle or assertions, if provided, or maybe a run-time error, timeout or detection of an unitialised variable. The symbolic (i.e. expressed as a formula over input variables) output values are also given. Moreover, for each path prefix which could not be covered, the reason is given: demonstration of infeasability, constraint resolution timeout, limit on the number of loop iterations, or untreated C language construction. The predicate on the input variables of each covered path and uncovered prefix is also given. In the case of path prefixes found to be infeasible, the predicate can be used to explain the infeasibility to the user and in the case of constraint resolution timeout, it can be used to determine manually the feasability of the path.
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C OLIBRI Constraint Solver



Constraint solving techniques are widely recognized as a powerful tool for Validation and Verification activities such as test data generation or counter-example generation from a formal model [23], program source code [16, 15] or binary code [7]. A constraint solver maintains a list of posted constraints (constraint store) over a set of variables and a set of allowed values (domain) for each variable, and provides facilities for constraint propagation (filtering) and for instantiation of variables (labeling) in order to find a solution. In this section we present the C OLIBRI library (COnstraint LIBrary for veRIfication) developed at CEA List since 2000 and used inside the PATH C RAWLER tool for test data generation purposes. The variety of types and constraints provided by C OLIBRI makes it possible to use it in other testing tools at CEA List like GATeL [23], for model based testing from Lustre/SCADE, and Osmose [7], for structural testing from binary code. General presentation. C OLIBRI provides basic constraints for arithmetic operations and comparisons of various numeric types (integers, reals and floats). Cast constraints



are available for cast operations between these types. C OLIBRI also provides basic procedures to instantiate variables in their domains making it possible to design different instantiation strategies (or labeling procedures). These implement specific heuristics to determine the way the variables should be instantiated during constraint resolution (e.g. a particular order of instantiation) and the choice of values inside their domain (e.g. trying boundary or middle values first). Thus the three aforementioned testing tools have designed their own labeling procedures on the basis of C OLIBRI primitives. The domains of numerical variables are represented by unions of disjoint intervals with finite bounds: integer bounds for integers; double float bounds for reals; and double/simple float bounds, infinities or NaNs for double/simple floating point formats. These unions of intervals make it possible to accurately handle domain differences. For each numeric type and each basic unary/binary operation or comparison, C OLIBRI provides the corresponding constraint. Moreover, for each arithmetic operation, additional filtering rules apply algebraic simplifications, which are very similar for integer and real arithmetics, whereas floating arithmetics uses specific rules. Bounded and modular integer arithmetics. C OLIBRI provides two kinds of arithmetics for integers: bounded arithmetics for ideal finite integers and modular arithmetics for signed/unsigned computer integers. Bounded arithmetics is implemented with classical filtering rules for integer interval arithmetics. These rules are managed in the projection functions of each arithmetic constraint. Moreover, a congruence domain is associated to each integer variable. Filtering rules handle these congruences in order to compute new ones and maintain the consistency of interval bounds with congruences (as in [20]). The congruences are introduced by multiplications by a constant and propagated in the projection functions of each arithmetic constraint. Modular arithmetics constraints are implemented by a combination of bounded arithmetics constraints with modulus constraints as detailed in [17]. Thus they benefit from the mechanisms provided for bounded integer arithmetics. Notice that using unions of disjoint intervals for the domain representation makes it possible to precisely represent the domain of signed/unsigned integers. Real and floating point arithmetics. Real arithmetics is implemented with classical filtering rules for real interval arithmetics where interval bounds are double floats. In real interval arithmetics each projection function is computed using different rounding modes for the lower and the upper bounds of the resulting intervals. The lower bound is computed by rounding downward, towards −1.0Inf (i.e. −∞), while the upper bound is computed by rounding upward, towards +1.0Inf (i.e. +∞). This enlarging ensures that the resulting interval of each projection function is the smallest interval of doubles including all real solutions. Floating point arithmetics is implemented with a specific interval arithmetics as introduced by Claude Michel in [26]. Notice that properties like associativity or distributivity do not hold in floating point calculus. The projection functions in this arithmetics have to take into account absorption and cancellation phenomena specific to floating point computations. These phenomena are handled by specific filtering rules allowing



to further reduce the domains of floating point variables. For example, the constraint A +F X = A over floating point numbers means that X is absorbed by A. The minimal absolute value in the domain of X can be used to eliminate all the values in the domain of A that do not absorb this minimum. Thus, in double precision with the default rounding mode (called nearest to even), for X = 1.0 the domain of A is strongly reduced to the union of two interval of values that can absorb X: [MinDouble .. − 9007199254740996.0, 9007199254740992.0 .. MaxDouble]. C OLIBRI uses very general and powerful filtering rules for addition and subtraction operations as described in [24]. For example, for the constraint A + B = 1.0 in double precision with the nearest to even rounding mode, such filtering rules converge to the same interval for A and B [−9007199254740991.0 .. 9007199254740992.0]. Implementation details. C OLIBRI is implemented in ECLiPSe Prolog [30]. Its suspensions, generic unification and meta-term mechanisms make it possible to easily design new abstract domains and associated constraints. Incremental constraint posting with on-the-fly filtering and automatic backtracking to a previous constraint state provided by C OLIBRI are important benefits for search-based state exploration tools, and in particular, for test generation tools. To conclude this short presentation of C OLIBRI, let us remark that the accuracy of its implementation relies a lot on the use of unions of intervals and the combination of abstract domain filtering rules with algebraic simplifications. Experiments in [9, 13, 4] using SMT-LIB benchmarks show that C OLIBRI can be competitive with powerful SMT solvers. In 2017 and 2018, C OLIBRI was the winner of the floating point category at the 12th and 13th International Satisfiability Modulo Theories Competitions (SMTCOMP 2017 and 2018).
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Generic Specification of Coverage Criteria with Labels



In 2014, a previous paper introduced labels [8], a code annotation language to encode concrete test objectives, and showed that several common coverage criteria can be simulated by label coverage. In other words, given a program P and a coverage criterion C, the concrete test objectives instantiated from C for P can always be encoded using labels. In this section, we recall some basic results about labels. Labels. Given a program P , a label ` is a pair (loc, ϕ) where loc is a location of P and ϕ is a predicate over the internal state at loc, that is, such that: – ϕ contains only variables and expressions (in the same language as P ) defined at location loc in P , and – ϕ contains no side-effect expressions.



1 2 3 4 5 6 7



statement_1; // l1: x==5 // l2: x==y && a=b statement_3;



Fig. 2. Examples of labels



There can be several labels defined at a single location, which can possibly share the same predicate. More concretely, our notion of labels can be compared to labels in the C language, decorated with a pure C expression. Some examples of labels (named l1 , . . . , l4 ) are given in Figure 2. We say that a test datum t covers a label ` = (loc, ϕ) in P , denoted t L P `, if the execution of P on t reaches loc on some program state s such that s satisfies ϕ. For example, for the program given in Figure 2, label l1 is covered by test datum t if the execution of the program for this test datum reaches line 2 (or, more precisely, the program location between statements 1 and 2) with a program state in which x = 5. If statement 2 does not modify variable x and its execution does not change control flow, label l3 will be covered by the same test datum. However, if statement 2 can modify x or change control flow, a simultaneous coverage of both labels is not guaranteed. An annotated program is a pair hP, Li where P is a program and L is a set of labels defined in P . Figure 2 shows an example of an annotated program with four labels. Given an annotated program hP, Li, we say that a test suite TS satisfies the label coverage criterion LC for hP, Li if TS covers every label of L, that is, for any label ` in L, there is a test-case t in TS such that t L P `. This is denoted TS L hP,Li LC. Criterion Encoding. We say that label coverage simulates a given coverage criterion C if any program P can be automatically annotated with a set of labels L in such a way that any test suite T S satisfies LC for hP, Li if and only if TS covers all the concrete test objectives instantiated from C for P . We call annotation (or labeling) function such a procedure automatically adding test objectives to a given program for a given coverage criterion. It is shown in [8] that label coverage can notably simulate basic-block coverage (BBC), branch coverage (BC) and decision coverage (DC), function coverage (FC), condition coverage (CC), decision-condition coverage (DCC), multiple condition coverage (MCC), GACC [2], as well as the side-effect-free fragment of weak mutations (WM’) in which the considered mutation operators are not allowed to introduce sideeffects. Moreover, these encodings can be fully automated: the corresponding labels can be inserted automatically into the program under test. Similarly, labels can be used to encode other, more specific criteria. Figure 3 illustrates the simulation of some common criteria with labels on sample code. The resulting annotated code is automatically produced by the corresponding annotation functions. For example, consider decision coverage (DC). It is easy to see that a test suite covers DC for the initial program (on the left) if and only if this test suite covers LC for the annotated program produced for the DC criterion. It is ensured by



statement_1; statement_1; // l1: x==y && a 
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